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Good afternoon. Thanks for coming.
I usually begin this session with a quick look at technologies that are changing our business.
But the problem is, they change so quickly.
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(:30 Best Buy Outdated World)

Best Buy :30
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Moore’s Law

Best Buy gets it. They understand Mooreʼs Law. Back in 1965, physicist Gordon Moore
came up with this. He predicted that the capacity of a chip would double every 18-24 months
leading to exponential technological growth. Itʼs continued that way for nearly 40 years. To
put it in perspective, if the 100-year-old automobile industry had experienced this same level
of technological growth, weʼd now be driving cars that cost a fraction of a cent and could
travel at the speed of light.
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The impact on our industry has been more subtle, but the changes are substantial.
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For example, last year we talked about the iPad. At that time, it had only been out a couple
of months, and we had a handful of television-based apps. Within a year, Apple had sold
more than 15 million iPads.
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Now itʼs 2011. We have the iPad 2...
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...and more than 2800 television apps.

2800+
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I can get TV listings from Sacramento to Slovakia. I can have Gossip Girl explained to me,
get a TBS laugh track, revisit show opens from the 1980s, check out the Emmyʼs. Thereʼs
even an app that teaches me how to become a cord cutter: get all my television shows
without networks, without cable operators, without satellite operators.
But there’s also a controversial app from Time Warner Cable that allows me to watch
live cable TV on my iPad anywhere within my home Wi-Fi footprint.
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(:20 TWC App)

Time Warner Cable app
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And HBO has taken it a step further.
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(:25 HBO Go)

HBO Go
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You can get all that on HBO Go, unless you get HBO through Time Warner Cable, then you
canʼt access HBO Go at all. Which is kind of strange since Time Warner is the parent
company of HBO.
They should probably get that figured out because of this.
Netflix.
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This last spring 30% of Internet bandwidth used during prime time in the U.S. was attributed
to Netflix, now the largest subscription entertainment business in the country.
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For $7.99 a month, I can instantly watch an unlimited number of movies and TV episodes on
more than 200 devices.
And they provide their content on-demand, without commercials, and more importantly for us,
without promos.
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So how does Netflix promote its content?
Through algorithms. Because I liked Psych, it recommends Better off Ted.
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And it builds up a store of knowledge about my preferences.
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Thatʼs all fine, but itʼs missing a key component: sampling, experiencing, trying on the
content. Thatʼs what a promo does best.
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Another way Netflix and other on-line entertainment providers promote content is peer-topeer recommendations. We know the most trusted recommendations donʼt come from third
parties, but from people we know and care about.
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Thatʼs also the idea behind a whole new set of apps and services.
IntoNow, Get Glue, Miso, Tunerfish, Vualla, Philo, Yap, TV Friends, ScreenTribe. They build
on the Facebook and Twitter model, and allow you to identify and check in with your
entertainment experience.
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For example, I can use Into Now like Shazam.
Let it listen to a few seconds of a show Iʼm watching and it will give me a complete rundown
of the episode and the series.
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I can see if any of my other friends are watching. And share that experience. Or more
importantly, I can recommend they check out the show Iʼm watching.
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And Comcast has just announced a partnership with Facebook that lets me see and share
what my friends are watching through my set top box.

21
How does any of this help us?
I think of it this way. We use our off-air marketing and on-air promotion to get viewers to a
show. Think of it as focused or targeted messaging. But these sharing apps allows viewers
to do a lot of heavy lifting for us with sharing and recommendations—orbital messaging that
reinforces or brings new viewers to our channels.
Thatʼs great. But again, weʼre missing that visceral experience only a promo can deliver.
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So whatʼs the solution? Taking what we do now and seeding it virally. Letting people and
algorithms not just recommend shows, but attach virtual examples.
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And in many cases that will mean changing the way we create promos. Moving from “push”
to “pull” creative.

PULL
PUSH
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Right now, most of our spots are pushed to audiences in commercial breaks. We count on
viewers to passively accept and engage in our creative.
PROMO

PROMO

CONTENT

AD

AD

AD

CONTENT
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But if we want them to actively “pull” our creative from a site, a server, or a cloud, and share it
with peers, we may have to change our thinking. Movie trailers are a good example. A hot
trailer often goes viral quickly. Most are highly produced, pull-out-all-the-stops creative.

PROMO
PROMO

PROMO

PROMO
PROMO

Thatʼs hard to do when youʼre launching six new series in four weeks, with half the staff and
a quarter of the budget you need.
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But a viral promo can get you cross promotion you never dreamed of. For example, a couple
26 of weeks ago, these promos were flooding cyber space.
(3x :30 MTV Movie Awards)
I know. This is not a fair example. Itʼs MTV; it's a one-time event, and its got big name
talent. But you get the idea. You need a viral hook that gets people buzzing.

MTV Movie Awards

So letʼs go the other direction. Rather than using the Internet to send people to our air, how
do we use our air to bring people from the Internet?
27 Nothing in the last year has taken off for TV like Twitter.
(1:00 Twitter)

Twitter
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Twitter has become an ubiquitous part of the television experience, a way to further engage
our audience in our content.
But there is some concern that if youʼre tweeting all during the show, how engaged can you
really be?
And as you saw in the earlier slide, the field is becoming crowded. Maybe a little too
crowded.
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(:20 FOX 4 Dallas)

Dallas
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Okay, weʼve been talking about promoting across platforms and devices. But the most
efficient and effective “off-air” marketing is still promoting across channels—whether itʼs paid
nationally & locally, bartered or shared across sister networks.

Promoting Across
Platforms, Devices
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Cross-channel takes advantage of the strongest marketing tools we have. As a vehicle it
makes sense; youʼre promoting TV to people who are watching TV.
Plus, it utilizes the strengths of on-air promotion. Assuming it's a clip spot, it allows viewers
to try on or sample the show. Print or outdoor canʼt do that. Commercials canʼt do that.

Promoting Across
Channels
LEE HUNT LLC

In the last few years, weʼve seen cross-channel spots become remarkably popular. Comcast
Spotlight, the largest spot cable seller in the US, reports that TV networks—with cross32 channel promos—are their second largest client, right after local automobile dealerships.

While we may disparage much of what we see in the local avail, the advantage is that you
can buy against your primary competitor on their own air in their most popular shows.
For example, Bravo often promotes Top Chef on Food Network. Thatʼs highly targeted
advertising.
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But there can be problems. Often a cross-channel spot is simply an on-air promo placed on
a competing channel or even a sister channel. That can be confusing to viewers. Most
promos close with the network logo. That means for the first, letʼs say, 25 seconds of a thirty
second spot, the audience is likely to assume that theyʼre watching a promo for a show on
the channel theyʼre watching. Thatʼs why smart networks build cross channel spots
differently. They immediately let the viewer know they are watching a spot about a show
thatʼs on another channel. They switch gears right from the start.

Cross Channel
Promotion
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(:50 NGW Cross Channel)

NGW Cross
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The popularity of cross channel promos may, in fact, be getting out of hand.

Cross Channel
Promotion
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I was doing some competitive research for a client and found 8 promos in a one-hour show.
Thatʼs great.
Unfortunately, five were for different shows on different networks. In fact, in this hour, there
was more promo time for competing channels than for the host network itself. How does that
happen?

Promos
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First off, this channel had very little promo time to begin with, then there was a national buy
from a broadcast network, a cross-channel spot for a sister network, a promo from a barter
deal with another network group. And finally, there were local avails sold to competitors in
this particular market—New York.

National Buy

Local Avail

Local Avail
Barter

Promos

Sister Network
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Now whatʼs interesting is that because all these spots were bought and placed by different
departments and even different companies, the network in question had no idea this was
happening. In fact, it wasnʼt until I called it to their attention did they even realize this was a
38 problem. Which is all the more reason you need to watch your own air!
But if you want to see something really daring, take a look at this spot that ran on AMCʼs
sister channels for the premiere of The Killing.
(:30 AMC Change the Channel)

AMC Change the Channel
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Literally telling your audience to leave the channel is a bold move. But with more and more
network groups building portfolio strategies, it makes sense.

Cross Channel
Portfolio Strategies
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If Iʼm the Turner Networks, I have three general entertainment channels that allow me to ping
viewers back and forth with cross channel promotion, creating almost a walled garden of
entertainment, or a super network.
Plus I have all my secondary channels for more focused program offerings.
The goal, of course, is to have me never leave the Turner family. A new way to think about
“family viewing.”
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Weʼve talked about promoting across platforms, promoting across devices, promoting across
channels...

Promoting Across
Platforms, Devices,
Channels
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...but how about promoting across shows?

Promoting Across
Shows
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(:40 CBS NCIS/NCIS LA)

CBS NCIS Follow
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(:30 USA Back to Back)

USA Back to Back
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Both these spots take advantage of the low hanging fruit in our business: moving people
from show “A” to show “B” using accelerated flow. We know that up to 70% of a showʼs
success can be attributed to the its inherited audience.

Accelerated
Flow

We also know that as soon as you leave story “A” you start to lose audience. Every second
you wait to start story “B” represents a percentage of viewers who leave.
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Obviously, the ideal then is going story arc to story arc. If you look at History Channel
on Monday nights you see that.

History Channel Mon 8/16 Pawn Stars/Pickers Theme - P40-64
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They go nearly seamlessly from the Pawn Stars franchise to the American Pickers
franchise and a have a terrific daypart build.
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Their credits look like this. They bake the credits into the content, so story “A” ends at
59:59, and story “B” begins at 00:00. Story arc to story arc.

Embedded Credits

SHOW “A”

This is one of the three primary ways we now end shows—after nearly 15 years of
experimentation—well four ways, if you count full screen credits. And if you are still
running those, then you are quite literally sending out a written invitation for your
viewers to move on to the competition.

SHOW “B”
CREDITS CREDITS
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Second choice for going story arc to story arc is weaving credits like TNT. Story “a”
goes to 59:59, credits start at 00:00 with the beginning of the next show squeezed into
the credit bed. You're still story arc to story arc. And because you’ve shifted the
credits into the next hour, you get an extra 30 seconds of promo time as well.

SHOW “A”

SHOW “B” OPEN
SHOW “A”
CREDITS
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Third choice, the old stand by, is squeezing credits with extra content, a promo for
next episode, or a promo for another show.

SHOW “A”

CONTENT

CREDITS

Squeezed Credits

SHOW “B”

CREDITS
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Assuming the credit bed is thirty seconds, you're out of "story" for a half-minute. Even
though the extra content and promos are somewhat sticky, you still lose some
audience. But the trade-off is that (at least with the promos) you're selling another
episode or series—so it’s a good investment.

Squeezed Credits

SHOW “A”

PROMO

CREDITS

PROMO

Woven Credits

SHOW “B”

Or is it?

CREDITS
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A couple of months ago I ran into an interesting dilemma. A client asked me to do a
competitive analysis, in particular comparing program time, commercial time and
promo time.

Network “A”

Network “B”
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There was one competitor that averaged the same percentage of content time, the
same percentage of non-content time...

Network “A”

Network “B”
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...and the same ratio of commercial time to promo time in the breaks.

Network “A”

Network “B”
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But the other network overall had more promo time. My client said, how is that
possible?
The difference was that all of my clientʼs shows had embedded credits. The competitor
squeezed their credits with promos. It gave them an extra 30 seconds of promo time in every
show.

Network “A”

Network “B”
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You add that up for every program and after a week, the normal timeframe for
counting GRPs, you’ve got a lot more promo GRPs. Particularly if you have a lot of
half hour shows. Now like most networks my client didn’t feel they were getting
enough promo time to begin with. They asked me, should we stop embedding our
credits and switch to squeezes? My gut said, no, stay story arc to story arc, but I
couldn’t prove it. So I set out to do that.

Network “A”

Network “B”
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I enlisted the help of TiVo Stopwatch—the second by second ratings service—and began to
look at credit beds. We examined 100 prime time programs from the top 20 broadcast and
cable networks.

Accelerated Flow
Credit Analysis
100 Programs
20 Networks
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We measured second by second ratings at 60 seconds before end of show, 30
seconds before end of show, and 1 second before end of show. We only checked
programs that led to another primetime program, so we did not include shows that
ended at 11pm. We also did not include movies.

Credits

Content
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There were a lot of variables that affected the study, but overall we found that embedded
credits held the largest percentage of audience. In fact, they actually built audience. In other
words, we ended up with more audience at 1 second before end of show than at 60 or 30
seconds earlier.

Accelerated Flow Retention
102%
101%

Embedded
Squeeze
w/ content

100%
99%

Woven

98%

Squeeze
w/ promo

Second highest retention was squeezed credits with content, third was woven credits, fourth
was squeezed with promo material, and dead last was full screen credits. Though even the
few we found were anomalies.

97%
96%
95%

Full Screen
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So in answer to my clientʼs question, embedded is probably still the best way to go. It would
be difficult to predict if the promos in a squeeze actually raised total ratings enough to equal
or better the benefit embedded credits have in keeping and building audiences. Also,
remember that while woven credits didnʼt perform as well as embedded or squeezed with
content, they do give you an extra thirty seconds of promo time.

Accelerated Flow Retention
102%
101%
100%
99%
98%

Embedded
Squeeze
w/ content

Woven

Squeeze
w/ promo

97%

But judging how well those promos perform can be a challenge. Let me show you what I
mean.

96%
95%

Full Screen
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I’ve spent a lot of time this year looking at second by second ratings of commercial
breaks—charts like this. I’ve examined hundreds of breaks from scores of channels.
And I found a disturbing trend. Many promos were not holding their audience as well
as I would have predicted. I’d see steep drop offs during an “A” positioned promo.
Still not as deep as a commercial in the “A” position, but not the stickiness I would
expect to see. As I dug deeper I found a pattern, and it’s very logical: the more
relevant the promo is to show it airs in, the less drop off.
Content

Commercials

Promos
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At one end—the most relevant—would be a promo for another episode or a new
season of the same show. At the other end—the least relevant—would be a promo for
a show that airs on the same channel, but is very different from the program the
promo was placed in. It might be a promo for a drama airing inside a reality show, or a
new unknown program being promoted inside a well-established series.
Let me give you an example.

Content

Commercials

Promos
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Here’s a break with a nice promo load. Two promos at the head, one at the tail.
What you’ll notice is that the first promo holds the audience. It’s promoting the
upcoming new season of the show we’re watching.

Content

Commercials

Promos
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But the “B” promo is for a show that’s very different. We’re in the middle of a reality
show, and this spot is promoting a drama. For whatever reason, it’s not relevant to
this audience.

Content

Commercials

Promos
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Here’s another break, and the order is reversed. In this instance the “A” promo is less
relevant, but the “B” is very relevant. Unfortunately, it's too late for the “B” promo, the
audience has already left.

Content

Commercials

Promos
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But you’ll notice that in both the breaks there is an uptick in the “Z” position.
That comes from the natural recovery of a break. People’s biological alarm clocks go
off and they start coming back for the next segment. And many of them catch the
promo at the end of the break.

Content

Commercials

Promos
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Does this mean we should put all our promos in the “Z” position? The broadcast
networks do that. Cable nets tend to book end their breaks. I’ve worried over this
quite a bit, but in every test I’ve run, I’ve still found “A” position promos for cable
networks still rate higher than "Z" promos. Sometimes not by much, but overall they
are still more effective. Because almost always an “A” position has a running start over
a “Z.”

Content

Commercials

Promos
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And sometimes you end up with a “Z” that looks like this!

Content

Commercials

Promos
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This is my new recommendation for promo placement. Use the “A” position for your most
contextually relevant spots. Use the “Z” position for shows that are less relevant but are a
priority. We know that no matter what we put in the “A” weʼre going to lose a percentage of
viewers. People leave during the break. Thatʼs just the nature of television viewing. But the
more relevant we make that spot in the “A” the less erosion weʼll experience.

Promo Placement
Most contextually relevant promos in “A” position
Less contextually relevant promos in “Z” position
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Once audiences begin to return towards the end of the break, they are less inclined to leave
again. They know their story is about to begin. Even if the promo is not 100% interesting to
them, they are likely to stick with it. So, most relevant in “A”. Least relevant in “Z.”
Theoretically, this should raise your promo GRPs.

Promo Placement
Most contextually relevant promos in “A” position
Less contextually relevant promos in “Z” position
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Now, of course, weʼre talking about live viewing here. And since weʼve hit 40% penetration of
DVRs, time shifted viewing is a force to be reckoned with.

Time Shifted Viewing
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Hereʼs time-shifted viewing of 30 Rock on NBC. This is the credits for Parks & Recreation.
They fast forward through that. This is the show open. They fast forward through that. And
the gray areas are, of course, the breaks. They fast forward through those.

NBC 30 Rock 050511 10:00pm

30 Rock Show Open

Parks & Recreation
Credits

Break

Break

Time Shifted

Weʼve found a couple of ways to slow them down. Last year I showed you what I called
Bravo and Discoveryʼs DVR speed bumps. Theyʼre an interesting experiment, but probably
donʼt have a lasting impact. Viewers figure this stuff out pretty fast.

Break
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When they fast-forward through a break, they intently watch the screen, looking for the cue
that their show is starting up again. And a well-placed clip promo might catch them for a
moment; get them to hit the play button, which rolls back the DVR for a few seconds. But
often, once they realize itʼs not content, they put the remote back in high gear until the break
ends and the segment actually begins. Hereʼs an example.

NBC 30 Rock 050511 10:00pm

30 Rock Show Open

Parks & Recreation
Credits

Break

Break

Time Shifted

Break
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This little bump is an SNL promo. It grabbed interest, but this dip is an Americaʼs Got Talent
promo. The time-shifters lost interest. This little bump is a Jimmy Fallon spot. And these
two are short spots for Outsourced and Celebrity Apprentice.

NBC 30 Rock 050511 10:00pm

And thatʼs where thereʼs an opportunity. Although, a small one. Assuming your next
segment begins with content, not a bump back in, there is a good chance that when a timeshifter sees content, theyʼll roll back and catch the last few seconds of the "Z" message, as
they did here.

Outsourced
Promo
SNL Promo

Apprentice
Promo

AGT Promo
Jimmy Fallon
Promo

Time Shifted
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A 30 second spot is probably not going to do you much good here. Itʼs doubtful they will
rewind to see the entire promo. Thatʼs asking too much. However, if you have a nice 5
second spot, it is much more likely theyʼll see enough of the message for it to have an
impact. Weʼre talking a small opportunity, but in a time–shifted world that may be the best we
can hope for.

NBC 30 Rock 050511 10:00pm

Outsourced
Promo
SNL Promo

Apprentice
Promo

AGT Promo
Jimmy Fallon
Promo

Time Shifted
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And look at the loss of momentum out of the break. What a poor number they deliver to
Outsourced. Such a shame, because this is so easily fixed.

NBC 30 Rock 050511 10:00pm

Sorry, off topic. I just hate to see that.
Now some networks have tried DVR proofing their spots. Watch this promo from ABC.

Apprentice
Promo

Time Shifted
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(:30 ABC Combat Hospital)

ABC Time Shift Promo Real Time
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Now watch it as a time-shifter.
(:06 ABC Combat Hospital)
ABC Time Shift Promo Fast Time
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No matter how fast youʼre going the name and navigation are rock steady. If it triggers your
interest, you might roll back. If not, at least you picked up a subtle message. Does it work?
Itʼs hard to say.

ABC Body of Proof 051711 10:01pm

I definitely found an uptick when the promo aired, but it could also just be the fact that people
were interested in the promo.
Combat Hospital Promo

Time Shifted
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But overall, as you can see, time-shifters are not watching our breaks.

ABC Body of Proof 051711 10:01pm

So if we canʼt talk to them here... where do we talk to them?

Break

Break

Break

Time Shifted

Break

Break
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Here. In the content.

ABC Body of Proof 051711 10:01pm

Content

Content

Content

And that brings us to secondary events.

Content

Time Shifted
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A few months ago I was meeting with a client and we were discussing the effectiveness or
ineffectiveness of in-program messaging. Thereʼs a story I often relate about the change in
viewer behavior regarding secondary events.

Secondary Events

Back in 1987 I was director of on-air promotion at VH1. Back then both MTV and VH1 just
played music videos (imagine that!). And there was a lot of crossover of music. My boss,
Jeff Rowe, was convinced that viewers were watching VH1 but attributing their viewership to
MTV. So he asked me if it was possible to put our logo on the screen full time.
LEE HUNT LLC
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This was the late 80s and technically that was not an easy thing to do. But our master
control team figured out a way to put a small VH1 logo in the lower right hand corner of the
screen—what we now call a bug. No one had ever done that before in the states.

Secondary Events

Now back then, you have to understand that very few people watched VH1, it was a small
network with minimal distribution. But as soon as that logo went up the phones began to
ring. People hated the intrusion of the bug on the screen. Now remember, weʼre not talking
about deep, engaging programming—these were Kenny G videos!
LEE HUNT LLC
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But the response was so strong and so negative that within a week, Tom Freston, then
President of both MTV and VH1, called down and said, and excuse his language, but “get
that fucking thing off the air!” We did for a few days, but Jeff was persistent and convinced
Tom to let us put it back on. Of course, within a few months everyone was beginning to add
their own bugs, and after a while, not only did they become acceptable, but during the 90s
when cable operators were constantly shuttling cable networks around the dial, bugs became
lighthouses to help find your favorite channel or bookmarks so you could troll the competition
during a commercial break.

Secondary Events

LEE HUNT LLC
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After a while, of course, bugs became transparent, sometimes literally, but more
important psychologically. People stop noticing them. They faded into the
background as viewers focused on what they cared about—content. That, of course,
launched the next wave of secondary events.

Secondary Events
snipes
banners
interrupters
bugs
crawls
dekos

IPMs
OAGs
tickers
violators
lower thirds
navigators
obnoxicons

Snipes. Banners. Interrupters. Bugs. Crawls. Dekos. IPMs. OAGs. Tickers.
Violators. Lower thirds. Navigators. And my favorite... Obnoxicons. From the
“Squash the TV Bugs” website.
LEE HUNT LLC
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But letʼs try a simple experiment. Iʼm going to play a short video for you. And no, there are
no secondary events in it. This is a test of selective attention.
How much attention do viewers pay to what theyʼre watching?

Selective
Attention Test

Now you, of course, are not a typical television viewer, first of all you are professionals, and
second youʼre sitting here watching the big screen, hopefully highly motivated.
LEE HUNT LLC
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Iʼm going to show you a video of two teams passing a basketball. One is wearing white
shirts, the other black. I want you to count how many times the players wearing white pass
the basketball.

Instructions
Count how many times
the players wearing white
pass the basketball.
LEE HUNT LLC
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(:50 Invisible Gorilla 1)

Invisible Gorilla #1

88

How many passes did you see?
The correct answer is 15 passes.

How many passes?
15

But did you see the gorilla?
Statistically, about half of you should have. Here, letʼs roll it back.
LEE HUNT LLC
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(:13 Invisible Gorilla 2)

Invisible Gorilla #2

90
In my mind, secondary events are the gorilla in the room. If youʼre deeply engaged you donʼt
see them.
And to my point with the VH1 story, the more of them there are, the less noticeable they
become.

Secondary Events

And when you do notice them, they often create cognitive dissonance.
LEE HUNT LLC
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If you remember my Promax session from a couple of years back, we know that
lower third tickers on news channels result in a 10% decrease in information
absorbed to long term memory. For most of our purposes, we can extrapolate
that these messages potentially reduce engagement, and a decrease in
engagement can result in an urge to sample the competition.

Effectiveness

10% Reduction
How Attention Partitions Itself During Simultaneous Message Presentations, 2007

LEE HUNT LLC
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It’s a delicate balance: increasing viewer messaging without decreasing viewer
engagement.
So what do we know about secondary events?

LEE HUNT LLC
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We know that secondary events as stand alone messages are less effective than promos;
most research suggests they have little impact. But, when paired with promos, secondary
events can increase top of mind recall.

Secondary Events
‣

Work best when paired with promos.

‣

The more familiar the content, the more
effective the message.

‣

More effective with younger audiences.

‣

First act is best placement.

‣

Still considered an annoyance.

Secondary events for programs and brands that viewers are familiar with and have a positive
feeling towards are more effective than secondary events for programs and brands viewers
are unfamiliar with.
LEE HUNT LLC
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Younger audiences have higher recall of secondary events than older audiences.

Secondary Events
‣

Work best when paired with promos.

‣

The more familiar the content, the more
effective the message.

‣

More effective with younger audiences.

‣

First act is best placement.

‣

Still considered an annoyance.

Secondary events in the first act are the most effective.
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Overall, they are still considered an annoyance by viewers, though few say it negatively
impacts their perception of the channel or program brand.

Secondary Events
‣

Work best when paired with promos.

‣

The more familiar the content, the more
effective the message.

‣

More effective with younger audiences.

‣

First act is best placement.

‣

Still considered an annoyance.

So, we know that secondary events are more effective when paired with promos, but how do
we know if our promos are effective? Not whether or not viewers are watching them, but
their ability to sell?
Thatʼs always been the most challenging question of our industry.
LEE HUNT LLC
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Last year, TiVo StopWatch introduced a new way to evaluate promo performance. A Promo
Conversion Rate that measures the resulting viewership of a program by the number of
promos seen by viewers. For example, of viewers who saw one promo, 10% then went on to
watch the program. Essentially, this measures if the promo actually drove viewership.

Promo Conversion Rate
Measures the resulting viewership of a program
by the number of promos seen by viewers.
Program-Promo Overlap
Measures what percent of a program’s audience
has seen promos prior to watching the show.
LEE HUNT LLC
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The second report is Program-Promo Overlap. It measures what percent of a programʼs
audience has seen promos prior to watching the show. Obviously, I was very intrigued by
this new service. Being able to determine if a promo has actually “closed the deal”—gotten
someone to watch a show—has always been the holy grail of promo research.

Promo Conversion Rate
Measures the resulting viewership of a program
by the number of promos seen by viewers.

So I teamed up with TiVo to take their algorithms for a test run.

Program-Promo Overlap
Measures what percent of a program’s audience
has seen promos prior to watching the show.
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For this study we picked three unique shows from three different networks in three different
seasons to try and get a variety of learning.

Promo Conversion

FOX Bob’s Burgers
January 2011

USA Psych
July 2010

A new broadcast series: FOXʼs “Bobʼs Burgers” that launched in January. A returning cable
series: USAʼs “Psych” Season 5, which premiered last July. And a special event: MTVʼs
2010 “Video Music Awards” from last September.

MTV VMAs
September 2010

LEE HUNT LLC

First, letʼs take a look at one of the promos for the launch of FOXʼs “Bobʼs Burgers.”
99
(:30 FOX Bobʼs Burgers)

FOX Bob’s Burgers promo

100

Bobʼs Burgers was last season's highest-rated new scripted series premiere on any network.
It ranked among the Top 10 programs for young men.
Media planning theory predicts that 3+ viewings of promos are needed to effectively convert
viewers. Too often networks forgo the need to hit effective reach & frequency—to run a
promo enough to get people to act on it because they have so many other programs to
promote.
101
In this case, an average of 7 to 9 promo viewings seems to be the plateau to get viewers to
Bobʼs Burgerʼs. That doesnʼt mean airing the promo 7 to 9 times. That means running a
schedule where your targeted viewers see the promo campaign an average of 7 to 9 times.

Promo Conversion Rate
20%
18.7%

18%
16.3%

15%
13%
10%

12.6%

12.8%

0%

0%

16.6%

16.2%

What this chart tells us is that approximately 16% of viewers who saw a Bobʼs Burgers promo
seven to nine times tuned in to the showʼs premiere.
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In the previous slide we looked at the universe of anyone who had seen the campaign. Now
weʼve sort of flipped it. Weʼve narrowed our view to program viewers—people who watched
the show.

Program-Promo Overlap
0

6.9%

1

7.3%

2

9.8%

3

9.9%

4

8.4%

5

These numbers are additive. They total 100%. In this case 93.1% of the showʼs viewers
saw at least one promo. And a healthy 44% saw between two and six promos.
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Between these two charts, we can see that promos had a substantial impact in bringing
103 viewers to the show.
Hereʼs the cross-channel information I mentioned before. As we said, cross channel is a
powerful advertising tool. It is effective and efficient. Our study showed which cross-channel
nets did the best job of converting promo viewers to program viewers.

Conversion by Network
30%
26%
25%

23%
20.7%

19%
16.2%

15%
11%

12.4%

13.6%

Since Bobʼs Burgers is an animated show targeting young men, not surprisingly Cartoon
Network and G4 had the highest conversion rate, followed by Comedy Central. FOXʼs own
conversion rate was only 12.4%, not surprising since FOX is a general entertainment channel
speaking to many different demos, while in cross channel they were highly targeted.
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Time of day had a significant impact on conversion, as well. Weekend fringe was the best
time to convert viewers. And itʼs important to remember that during this time period there
was a lot of sports programming—the young male magnet.

Conversion by Daypart
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19.5%

18%
15%
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13%

13.4%
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11.8%

11.4%

Primetime, where Bobʼs Burgers airs, was not the best daypart for conversion. But obviously
FOX used its promo schedule to convince those other daypart viewers to sample the new
series.
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Letʼs switch over to cable.
“Psych” is USAʼs longest running current series. We were curious to see how a wellestablished seriesʼ promo campaign performed. How does a network continue to build
momentum for one of its best performing series?

106
(:30 Psych 5.1)

USA Psych promo

107
Psychʼs popularity was reflected in the success of its promo campaign, which included five
different creative executions. We found that the trajectory of conversion continued without
degradation. There was very little evidence of viewer burn out. Bottom line, the more times
people saw the promos, the more likely they were to watch the show.

Promo Conversion Rate
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We found a limited amount of national cross-channel for Psych (we were unable to sample
local buys), but noted that promos for “Psych” airing on USAʼs sister channel, Syfy, worked
almost as well as they did on their own air. This suggests that cross-pollinating within the
family was an effective way for USA to expand its reach.

Conversion by Network
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Weekend afternoon scheduling of promos lead to the highest conversion rate, followed by
weekday afternoons and fringe. Once again, primetime was among the weakest daypart
generators of conversion.

Conversion by Daypart
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The “Psych” campaign was particularly popular with Frequent Moviegoers, giving USAʼs ad
sales department opportunities to develop hybrid promos and integrated advertising with their
movie studio clients, which weʼll talk more about in a minute. But first, letʼs go to the VMAs.

Conversion by Program Target
51.4%

430

REACH Live + 7 Days

GRPs Live + 7 Days
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369

361

Overall Panel

Age Presence of 18-34

Frequent Moviegoers
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Last yearʼs MTV Video Music Awards were the highest rated since 2002.
We know special events require their own unique media planning, off-air and on.
We wanted to see how last yearʼs promo campaign contributed to the success.

112

(:30 MTV VMAs)

MTV VMAs promo

113
Special events require a tremendous amount of frequency to be impactful.

Promo Conversion Rate
23%

There were nearly a dozen creative executions in the VMA promo campaign, allowing MTV to
generate massive frequency with little viewer burnout. We found that MTVʼs campaign,
spread among all the MTVN family, continued to build conversion with multiple viewings with
no degradation.
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To our surprise, MTVʼs cross-channel campaign on Teen Nick was more effective in
converting viewers than MTVʼs own on-air. But there was that Justin Bieber spot!

Conversion by Network
20%
18%

19.7%
18.2%

Not as surprising, TV Land, which targets “boomers”, delivered the least effective results
within the MTVN family.
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Overall, I found these two reports to be absolutely fascinating just as a snapshot study. And
Iʼm hoping next year Iʼll be able to report on the results of networks who use and build on this
kind of data on a week-by-week basis—fine tuning their targeting strategies, creative
executions, placement—and more importantly, what promos work and why.

Promo Conversion Rate
Measures the resulting viewership of a program
by the number of promos seen by viewers.
Program-Promo Overlap
Measures what percent of a program’s audience
has seen promos prior to watching the show.
LEE HUNT LLC
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For the last couple of years weʼve talked about parity promos.
Promos for shows that are confusingly similar.

Parity Promos

LEE HUNT LLC
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Last year, I noted all the series centered around New Jersey.
Jersey Shore, Jerseylicious, Jersey Couture, The Real Housewives of New Jersey.
Well, lately the interest seems to have shifted northward.

118
We had Sara Palin’s Alaska.

119
Flying Wild Alaska.

120

Gold Rush Alaska.

121
And Alaska State Troopers.

122
Which all seem inspired by Deadliest Catch...

123
...and Ice Road truckers.

124

That looks a lot like American loggers.

125
Which is similar to Heli-Loggers

126
And both trace their roots to Ax Men.

127
But then so does Swamp Loggers...

128

...which is not related to Swamp Brothers.

129
But might be inspired by Swamp People.

130
From the same network that brought you Pawn Stars.

131
Which led to Hardcore Pawn.

132

As well as Pawn Queens...

133
... and Auction Kings.

134
Which has no relationship to Break Out Kings

135
But is similar to Auction Hunters.

136

Which bears a strong resemblance to Storage Wars.

137
That’s not unlike Hoarders.

138
Not to be confused with Hoarding: Buried Alive.

139
Or Confessions: Animal Hoarding.

140

Even though they are all Strange Addictions.

141
That usually call out for Intervention.

142
Which is why we’ve got Dr. Drew.

143
Which of course is where one of the Housewives ended up.
But that’s not what I want to talk about.

144

We know movie studios love to tie-in to television networks.
What fascinates me is that every network is working with essentially the same material: clips
from the film and interviews with talent. But how each makes the promotion fit into its brand
is what can make or break the campaign.

Parity
Studio Tie-Ins

Here are three I caught for Universal Picturesʼ The Dilemma.
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(:30 USA The Dilemma)

USA The Dilemma

146
(:60 Bravo The Dilemma)

Bravo The Dilemma

147
(:30 VH1 The Dilemma)

VH1 The Dilemma

148

There were actually five network tie-ins for this movie. The other two were TBS and
Comedy Central. Of the five, according to Nielsen, USAʼs scored highest in Title Recall.

The Dilemma Hybrids by Network
Title Recall P13+
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44%
35%

52%
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26%
18%

20%

17%

9%
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Source: Nielsen IAG, 9/8/10-3/31/11, Based on P13+, Limited to Non-sports programming, Limited to primetime airings (M-Su 6p-12a), cable networks measured by IAG.
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Both USA and TBS had the highest scores in Movie Opinion.

The Dilemma Hybrids by Network
Movie Opinion P13+
30%
26%

26%
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11%
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Source: Nielsen IAG, 9/8/10-3/31/11, Based on P13+, Limited to Non-sports programming, Limited to primetime airings (M-Su 6p-12a), cable networks measured by IAG.
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And TBS just edged out USA in Definite Intent to View.
#
All this shows how important brand can be to selling content.
Whether itʼs yours or someone elseʼs.

The Dilemma Hybrids by Network
Definite Intent to View P13+
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3%

Speaking of brands, thereʼs one campaign, or actually series of campaign we canʼt leave
without mentioning.
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Source: Nielsen IAG, 9/8/10-3/31/11, Based on P13+, Limited to Non-sports programming, Limited to primetime airings (M-Su 6p-12a), cable networks measured by IAG.
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Last year, MSNBC launched a new campaign. Nothing unusual about that. But the
response was. Their two primary competitors created spots that reacted to the campaign.
Now I double-checked with John Miller. But neither of us can remember any competitor,
much less two, actually creating spots that challenged a networkʼs position. Oh, did I say
two? I misspoke.

152

(2:37 CC Daily Show Forward)
And finally, to come full circle, from low hanging fruit to new technology. And for
cultural reference, Orange is the name of a telecom provider in the UK. And “black
spots” are what we call mobile phone “dead zones.”

Jon Stewart on MSNBC Campaign

153
(2:46 BBC 1 Blackberry)

BBC Fruit
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The text of this presentation, along with the charts, graphs and videos is available on my
website, leehunt.com.
Thanks for spending the hour with me, have a great conference.

www.leehunt.com
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